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Company: Marble

Location: Australia

Category: other-general

HVAC Technician

Industry

Specialist Trades & Operators

Salary/Rate

AU$48 - AU$52 per hour + Vehicle, OT, travel allowance, bonuses

Location

VIC

Type

Full Time

Flexible working hours - early OR late starts Company vehicle + travel allowance +

overtime + Bonus Scheme Company uniform, PPE, tools, phone, iPad

Flexible working hours - early OR late starts

Company vehicle + travel allowance + overtime + Bonus Scheme

Company uniform, PPE, tools, phone, iPad

We currently have a great opportunity for a HVAC Technician to join a well-regarded,

enthusiastic, and well-established contractor in the industry.

Join a really supportive team where you will be valued and respected for your contribution

whilst also gaining the opportunity to develop and grow professionally.

What you'll be doing:
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Provide service, maintenance, and repairs to various types of light commercial

refrigeration and air conditioning equipment (some install required)

Commercial sites include, education, schools, aged care facilities, hospitals, retail and

leisure providing you with a real variety and exposure of work. These all include the

servicing of the central plant, chilled water, cold rooms, commercial refrigeration and

VRV, VRF & some install work.

Benefits:

Up to $52ph (depending on experience) plus OT

Vehicle provided with $30 travel allowance.

Bonus Structure - between $5-10k as part of your performance review

A positive team environment with regular social and outside of work events

Company uniform, phone, iPad and training provided

PPE and tools

We want to hear from you if you have:

Experience as a HVAC technician within the commercial maintenance industry

ARCtick licence, driver's licence, and white card

Current Cert III in Air Conditioning and Refrigeration

Restricted electrical license

Excellent communication skills with a strong customer focus

If you have a couple years' experience in the industry, this role will provide loads of scope

to gain experience across a commercial Refrigeration and Aircon. Alternatively, if you are

more senior the opportunity provides a great work environment where you will interact daily

with clients ranging from big corporations to smaller business.

In the past 5 years we have been extremely humbled to have placed over 16,000 people into

meaningful employment. This equates to 21 lives enhanced every day!



Olivia Dezso | odezso@marble.com.au | 03 8256 2200

By submitting your CV you agree to have read: marble.com.au/privacy

To apply for the role click “APPLY”. Please note only shortlisted applicants will be contacted.
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